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WSSF WEEK
The fourteenth of May will pop
"the lid off a week of rousing
demonstrations in observance of
World Student Service F u n d
Week on the Pacific campus.

LIPSKY. WARNER. SAHFORB HE FOR PRESIDENCY Vote Monday

Thirty Vie For
Student Offices

To honor the fund and the cele
brant week, Omega Phi Alpha
fraternity will stage a rally and
jam session. On May 18, a gala
carnival will assemble with its
various concessions and booths,
then a dance will climax the
evening's entertainment.
The World Student Service
Fund is a world-wide democratic
organization whose aim is the
maintenance of healthy and happy
European students. The organi
zation performs many services of
lasting value for peoples of war
devastated and Communist in
fested countries who are not af
forded the privileges which we GARTH LIPSKY
in a more prosperous nation con
Garthy Lipsky, candidate for
sider as a matter of fact.
Each day next week will offer President of Pacific Student
an opportunity to come to the Association — Lipsky is en
tered in the three-way presi
aid of students in Europe who
though adversity has stricken, dential race as the candidate
have not lost sight of their quest from Omega Phi Alpha, where
for knowledge and truth.
he now holds the office of
House President. The Stockton
Art Association Here
bred, San Jose raised, Lipsky
has as experience in school
For Spring Session
affairs, participation in Fresh
Early Saturday morning the men Orientation, the World
Pacific Art Center will welcome Service Fund, and a member of
the Northern California Section the Pacific track squad.
of the Pacific Art Association to
the COP campus for the annual
spring session. Members of the
Blue Key will act as guides for
the day, assisting the hosts,
Prof. Richard Reynolds, COP art
department chairman, and the art
students.
A panel with student teacher
participants from San Francisco
State, San Jose State and C.C.
A.C., moderated by Mayo Bryce,
will be the morning highlight.
18 5 1
The discussion on "Teacher Mor
ale —• from the Student Teacher
to the Practicing Teacher" will VOL. 46
begin at 10:30 in Conservatory
Annex I.
Prior to the panel there will be
reports by Doris Standerfer of
the Stockton Unified School Dis
trict and Richard Reynolds of
COP. Following luncheon and the
business meeting, P r o f e s s o r
Glenn Wessels of the University
of California will speak on "The
Place of Art in a Liberal Educa
tion."
The concluding feature will be
the 3 o'clock UNESCO Exhibit in
the Pacific Art Center arranged
by the Director of the San Fran
cisco Museum of Art, Dr. Grace
McCann Morley, through the
courtesy of the World Affairs
Council of Northern California.

LIBERALS ELECT
At the second meeting of the
College of Pacific Young Liberal
Republican Organization held last
Monday evening at the home of
the club sponsor, Dr. A. L. Baker,
the temporary slate of officers
previously nominated was ap
proved by the twenty-six members
present.
These officers are: Randall
Prevo, President; Robert Nelson,
Vice President; Elizabeth Jolly,
Secretary; Vonda Carlton, Treas
urer; and Edward Skibby, Donald
Bruno, and John Collum, Direc
tors. Mr. Collum is also acting as
The next meeting of the club
will be held on Tuesday, May 29,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Bruno, 1839 Del Rio
Drive. All interested students are
invited to attend.

A

With thirty candidates vieing
for eight Pacific Student Associa
tion officers, PSA card-holders
and SC students who have been
tentatively admitted to COP will
vote Monday and Tuesday to se
lect next year's Association offi
cers. Run-offs for tightly con
tested positions will be held next
Thursday and Friday.

BOB 'SWEDE' WARNER

Bob 'Swede' Warner, candi
date for President of Pacific
Student's Association — For
merly holding the office of
House President of Archania,
Warner, from Torrance, Cali
fornia, is active in the Blue Key
National Men's Honor Society,
a member of the Homecoming
Committee, has twice been on
the Mardi Gras committee, and
has been on the Men's 'Y' ori
entation committee. He was
also a member of the Student's
Affairs Committee of the for
mer Federated Student's Asso
ciation.

BILL SANFORD

Bill Sanford, candidate for
President of Pacific Student's
Association — One of three
candidates running for the of
fice of the presidency, Bill has
held the position of Vice-Presi
dent of the Mens 'V this past
semester. He also has been
active in the Blue Key, Na
tional Men's Honor Society, the
Counsel of Religious Activi
ties, is a member of Alpha
Gamma Sigma, the Jr. College
Honor Society, and is a mem
ber of the Pacific baseball
team. His home town is Oroville, California.

CANDIDATES INTRODUCED
Yesterday the candidates ap
peared at an assembly planned to
introduce them to the electorate,
and those running for the offi
ces of President, Vice-President,
and Treasurer were given an op
portunity to present their plat
forms briefly. Photographs of
the candidates have been posted
on the Student Union bulletin
boards to give the electorate a
further chance to acquaint them
selves with the candidates.
VOTING BOOTHS
The voting booths will be lo
cated in front of the PSA office
in the Student Union building,
and will be open from 9:00 to
4:00. Members of Blue Key will
man the checking windows.

G O L D E N
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Journalists To Attend Centennial Event;
Far West Conference Here May 25-27

As part of its Centennial Year
activities, the College of the Pa
cific will sponsor the First Annual
Far West Journalism Confer
ence, to be held May 25, 26 and 27,
it was announced this week by
student chairman Geoff Thomas.
The conference, which will in
clude discussions of interest to
both newspaper and yearbook
staffs, is believed to be the only
one of its kind for college level
publications to be formed west of
Chicago.
Invitations to participate in
the convention have been sent to
over 245 colleges and universities
in eight of the western states.
Thomas also stated that some of
the west's foremost professional
ournalists will lead informal
round table discussions in the
various special fields of interest.
Joseph R. Knowland, Editor
and Publisher of the Oakland
Tribune will be the principal
speaker at the closing banquet on
Saturday night. For his topic, Mr.
Knowland will speak on the His
tory of Western Journalism.
Mr. John T. Wallace, Special
Services Director of the San
Francisco Chronicle, has been se
lected as keynote speaker at the
opening dinner on Friday night.
The special discussions will be
carried on by representatives
from local and bay area newspa
pers, as well as from several com
mercial printing firms.
Paul Zimmerman, of the Los

All petitions were pronounced
valid by the office of the Regi
strar on Monday morning, and
many of the candidates attended
the Senate meeting on Monday
night in Music C. All of them
passed the Constitution test on
Tuesday night, and were given
final campaigning instructions by
Student Affairs Commissioner Ira
Wheatley.

Angeles Times, will discuss "The
College Sports Page," Mrs. Mar
ion McEniry of the San Fran
cisco Examiner will lead a round
table talk for "The Woman's
Page," Bill Burkhardt Jr. of the
San Francisco News will repre
sent the field of feature writing,
and Mel Bennet of the Stockton
Record will discuss city desk pro
cedures.
Mr. L. S. Van Sant, of the Bu
reau of Advertising will present a
demonstration and lecture in con
nection with advertising proce
dures.
L. S. Fanning, Managing Edi
tor of the San Francisco Chroni
cle, has accepted an invitation to
head a discussion of the various
aspects of editorial policy.
Others who will lead discussion
groups are William Retchin, S.
K. Smith Co.; William Thurlow
and Marvin Bonds, California
Art Engraving Co.; Robert Ozias,
Lederer, Street, and Zeus; Lee Atwood, Atwood Printing Co.;
Charles Warmer, Stockton En
graving Co.; Maurice Terrell,
Magazine Photographer; and Vic
Anderson, Layout and Design.
May 15 is the deadline for
applications to take the selec
tive service college qualifica
tions test.
Application forms are avail
able at the office of the local
draft board, 21 S. Hunter.

1 9 5 1

Persons running for PSA offi
ces are as follows:
PRESIDENT:

Garth

Lipsky,

May 11, 1951 — No. 26 Bill Sanford, and Swede Warner.

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW

VICE-PRESIDENT: Ed Comer,
and Frank Wolfe.

SECRETARY: Nancy Bailey,
Jobs as Service Representative
are now available with the Pacific Connie Simi, and Bev Spradling.
Telephone and Telegraph Com
TREASURER: Tom Ostman,
pany in San Francisco according
and Roger Wickman.
to Elliott J. Taylor, COP Place
ment Secretary.
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN: Ginny
These are open to young women Null, Eleanor Springmeyer, and
who will hold the Bachelor of Ruth Wakeham.
Arts Degree in June regardless of
the major. Stenographic experi
ence and typing are not required.
Interviews will be held in the
Placement Office on Thursday,
May 17, beginning at 2 p.m. All
interested candidates are re
quested to make appointments
prior to May 15 in Room 15, Ad
ministration Building.

Backwards Ball

COMISSIONER OF RALLIES
AND ASSEMBLIES: George
Muscone, Charlotte Rodman, and
Ted Tiss.
REPRESENTATIVE
AT
LARGE FOR THE JUNIOR
CLASS: Esther Carstens, Janice
Comstock, Joyce Hellwig, Lee
Kaupke, A1 Muller, and Sue
Thomson.

REPRESENTATIVE - A T
LARGE FOR THE SENIOR
CLASS: Gayle Allinger, Ann An
SPRING FORMAL
With the theme "Backwards ker, Mary Lee Bowman, John
Ball", the A.W.S. sponsored Kane, Sue Kenney, Norm Schade,
Spring Formal will be held to and Craig Seavey.
night in the White Room of the ELECTION SUPERVISORS
Stockton Hotel from 9 to 12. The
The election is under the super
traditional affair will feature the vision of the Student Affairs
music of Art Neilson.
Committee. Gloria Farthing was
In attempting to carry out the in charge of checking the qualifi
theme, the dance is supposed to cations of the candidates, admini
be a "girl ask boy" affair.
stering the Constitution test, and
Those in charge of the dance are preparing the ballots. Howard
General Chairman, Doris McKim; Pearce arranged the assembly,
Decorations, Lois Barber; Bids, and Dorothy Dunn and Phylis
Jeannie Lenfist; Chaperones, Bar Olson prepared election publicity.
bara Strand; Music, Edie Fincher;
Responsible for counting the
Cleanup, Knolens Honor Society,
ballots will be Margaret Riggs,
and Publicity, Joanne Little.
I Bids for the dance can be ob who will be assisted by Wally Antained at the P.S.A. office for|ker, Scott Mclntyre, Marilyn
Noakes, and Mary Simonelli.
i $1.00 per couple.
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Senate Considers Mardi Blood Needed
Cras Report; Purchase For Korea Vets
Of SC Band Uniforms
Badly needed blood for veterans

Conservatory
Spotlights
By SCOTT COULTER

There is lots to say about the
A financial report from the in Korea will be collected from concerts of the last two weeks,
Mardi Gras Committee and a de COP and SC students, who will and because of the shortage of
cision to buy up the Stockton work in cooperation with the space it is impossible to mention
College interest in the band uni American Red Cross chapter in all the participants with the ade
quate coverage they certainly de
forms were among the major Stockton, on May 31.
serve.
However in looking over
A Red Cross mobile unit will
items on a crowded Senate agen
be dispatched to the COP gym the program of April 30 and the
da last Monday night.
Don Dragoo and Bob Woods where students will come from following Tuesday, there are
presented a tentative itemization 12 until 6 p.m. to donate a pint certain highlights, I think, should
of Mardi Gras expenditures, and of their blood to the military be acknowledged.
To William Keyser, then, for
defended for future years the services.
principle of using donations from
The project is being handled his performance on April 3, of
local merchants to finance the through Dave Gerber's Special the Kodaly "Meditation on a
weekend activities. They admit Events office. Ed Zuchelli is pub Theme of Debussy" goes mention
ted that there would probably be licity and assembly chairman. number one. I don't know when I
a slight deficit, but implied that Jim Corson is student chairman ever heard Bill play as he did
they had sources of income to of the Blood for Korea commit that evening. It's an experience
cover it. A full discussion of Mar tee, which will be made up of to hear music performed without
di Gras recommendations for fu every living group on campus. having to be aware of such inci
ture years was deferred until the Dean Lloyd Bertholf, COP; Dr. dentals as comprehension, tech
next Senate meeting.
Leon Minear, president, Stockton nique, etc. Those factors don't
In another major action of the College; and Dean Edward Betz, have to be obstacles between the
evening, a report was heard on representing the college admini performer and his music when
the status of the COP-SC march stration, have given the go ahead the performer knows his business
as Bill certainly does.
ing band as of next fall. Since it signal.
seemed likely that each school
Secondly, mention to Johnnie
May 24, to set off the campuswould have separate units begin wide appeal for blood, a large Wheeler for his group of songs
ning in September, the Senate assembly of top entertainment, on the same program by Elgar,
voted to pay to Stockton College which Dave Gerber promises will Hindemith, Vaughn-Williams, and
approximately $400 a year for be the finest of the season, will Puccini, all of which makes me
the next three years, in order to be given. Highlight of this spe think how wonderful it must be
acquire full title to all the exist cial program will be an actual to have a voice in which range is
ing uniforms. This was necessary demonstration by a student no problem and in which the
because SC at present owns 54% donor.
quality of the voice is absolutely
of the uniforms, having acquired
consistent over that entire range.
Restrictions for donors and the
title to them through the dissolu
Last Sunday he was tenor soloist
schedule set-up will be worked
tion in 1949 of the Federated
in the Elijah and gave us another,
out by Jim Corsn and will be an
Students Association.
showing of that smooth vocal
nounced at a future time by the
In other actions of the evening,
technique which is characteristic
Weekly. Miss Kitty Kane, field
the Senate:
of his singing.
representative from San Fran
Refused to pay for two NaranWhile speaking of the Elijah
cisco, will be on campus as an
jado bulletin boards,
agent of the Stockton Red Cross. performance, credit should go to
Moved to send President Wirt
soloists Nadine Stuhlmuller, so
and the President-elect to the
prano, Virginia Graham, alto;
Pacific Student Presidents' Asso request of Dr. Minear and Dr. and Frank Thornton Smith, bass,
ciation convention at Salt Lake Burns, and
the latter of whom was fighting
City, with all transportation and
Set May 28 for the annual State a throat infection up to the very
conference expenses paid,
Banquet.
time of the performance.
Ordered the Student Cleaners to
Several of the candidates for
The faculty series closed with
vacate the PSA office by May 12, PSA offices in the coming election a fine recital last Tuesday even
or as soon as possible thereafter, were present as observers, and ing. We heard the Brahms So
Decided to continue the "P participated in some of the dis nata, Opus 10 in A Major, as
Card" program next year, at the cussions.
played by Beatrice Walton Bod-

PACIFIC 5 & 10
SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.
3224 Pacific Ave.

Phone 3-9966

THE TOY BOX
EVERYTHING IN TOYS

3220 Pacific Ave.

Phone 4-7170

THE END ZONE...
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center
•
Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building —

LET'S MEET AT

PLATE LUNCHES SERVED NOON AND EVENING

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346

MAX NORTON, President of the Pacific Young Democr:
Doyle Roberts, Jack Hyman, Kurt Mayer, and Pat Grunsky, e
members, invite Edmund G. "Pat" Brown, Attorney General, t
testimonial dinner in his behalf in Stockton on the evening of B
18. Tickets to the affair are now available to students and facu
as well as interested townspeople.

Third Annual
AWS Award
Banquet

Convenience Is Matt
Of Calendar Board

"The most convenient caler
for the most people" was
principle which emerged f:
the first regular business mee
The third annual award ban of the Calendar Advisory Bo
quet of the Associated Women
Meeting in the Anderson S<
Students was held last Thursday
Hall on April 30, the board sj
evening, May 2, in the college
an hour-and-a-half laying
dining hall.
groundwork for the 1951-52 s<
Speaker of the evening was calendar. Tentative dates \
Miss Lorraine Knoles.
set for spring rushing, the I
Alice Bogie, president-elect of Frolic, the choir tour, and M
AWS presented Hilda Wunder- Gras.
lich, past president, with the BeuThe decision to set Band F:
lah Watson annual award to the as close to the beginning of c
outstanding senior woman. Four tour as possible was felt m
seniors received life membership sary to provide a period of
in the American Association of after rushing. Although
University Women: Mary Rhodes, would crowd the schedules
Frances Colliver Coburn, Vonda choir members, the board
Carlton, and Mary Lue Shanley sidered that rushing afff
Hardey.
more students, and should tl
Following the senior awards fore be given more time.
ten junior women received tradi
Some members of the b
tional single red roses which an suggested that Mardi Gras sh
ley, pianist, and Horace I. Brown, nounced their new membership be pushed further away J
violinist; the Schumann Frauen- into Knolens, the senior women's Band Frolic. A review of the
liebe und Leben, Opus 42, with honorary. Knolens for the 1951-52 ditionally crowded May sche
Shirley Turner, pianist; and final year are Mary Belle Ryberg, however, produced the dec
ly, the Suite, Opus 17, for two Luramae Sanders, Edie Fincher, that the final weekend of i
pianos by Rachmaninoff. Edward Betty Jensen, Mary Cappa, Mari would be the latest possible
Shadbolt and Charles LaMond lyn Graffis, Velma Little, Caryl
Discussion of the fall sem<
were the performers in the latter Heyde Saunders, Virginia Baker, centered around the unus
and Mary Lee Bowman.
work.
large number of home foe
Spurs, the sophomore women's games. The board felt that
With the Brahms, the faculty
recital began at a high point and honorary, tapped 35 freshmen would necessitate simplifyinj
remained at that level for the into membership and pinned the customary fall pattern of a
rest of the evening. For this re orange and black ribbon badge ties, and went on record in :
porter, it is difficult to keep from on them. The sophomore honor of combining such tradit
sounding like a Hollywood ad ary for the two colleges will events as the sorority open he
writer in speaking of Miss Spelts' stand next semester: Donna with after-game activities.
performance in the Schumann. To Adams, Carmen Alba, Judy Allen,
The first weekend after
hold an audience throughout the Nancy Anderson, Pat Borcherdt, beginning of school in Septe
cycle as she did is an accomplish Gloria Burgess, Sondra Chapman was reserved tentatively 1
Sondra Culbertson, Jean Ewan, PSA street dance in frate
ment, to say the least.
And what singer could ask for Marlene Fetzer, Georgia Friz, circle. The board also pass
more than Shirley Turner at the Donna Gebhart, Barbara Gerbing, resolution
to
promote
piano. She and Miss Spelts have Janet Hampton, Ursula Herrick, strength by encouraging
appeared together in numerous Doris Hitch, and Barbara Hola- class to sponsor an afterconcerts, and from this experience day.
social event.
Betty Jacinto, Louise King, La
has come the teamwork and dualThe board scheduled a s<
understanding which makes such Vonne Kramer, Pat Lawson, meeting for May 7, but a:
performances as that of the Schu Marylyn Moore, Nancy Muzio date was later changed to M
mann possible. Miss Turner, in Betty Myers, Shirley Nielsen a report of the meeting wa
cidentally, is a member of the Joan Oje, Sally Parker, Ann Reil- available at press time. 1
piano faculty at Fresno State ly, June Rich, Betyle Rupe, Louet- members present at the Ap
ta Salsa, Gwen Shepard, Lela meeting included the folio'
College.
Shoemaker, Yvonne Yearian, and Chairman Edie Fincher, Seer
Anyone who has looked at
Rachmaninoff score knows what Susan Steele.
Virginia Baker, Nancy B
Alice Bogie, Mary Cappa, N
that composer can demand of a
pianist, not to mention what Mr. bring additional music for two Cunningham, Jeanne Gist,
Jacobus, Barbara McKinnon,
"R" can ask of two pianists in a pianos.
Noakes, Craig
S<
two-piano work. In the playing of
According to my schedule the ilyn
Messrs. Shadbolt ana LaMond recitalists appearing next Mon George Walters, Ira Whe
the suite had lustre and sweep, day, the 14th are Nancy Appleby, Robyn Wilsey, and Mary
Rarely, too, has there been such Betty Myers, June Dietz, Beverly Young.
audience response as was ac Egbert, Marilyn Graffis, John
corded them that evening. It is Nastari, Richard Armbrust, and
SLEET — What Mexica
sassins do to throats, I tl
hoped that the next season will Doris Hitch.

Preparation For
Spring Operas
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SHADES
of the

KAEO RADIO SCHEDULE

The Opera Class of Stockton
KAEO's SCHEDULE FOR MAY 13 THRU MAY 17
College and College of the Pacific
10:00 Strictly
'SUNDAY
8:00 Gai Paree
under the direction of Dr. Lucas
7:00 News
Instrumental
8:30 Event of Week
Underwood is preparing for its
10:30 Smiles with Niles
7:15 U.N. Story
8:45 Classics in Opera
By CHICK CHIDESTER
7:30 Orchestras of
11:00 SIGN OFF
9:00 Pacific Journal
annual spring production, this
TUESDAY
the World
9:30 The Little Show
8:30 Modes in the
4:00 John Madred Show
9:40 Sports Storey
year the international opera suc
4:30 Parade of Bands
Modern Vein
9:45 Cafe Melody
cess of Broadway "The Medium"
5 :30 Spotlight Review
9:00 Guest Star
10:00 Strictly
No mess, no sweat, no irrita the Little Twins: "When two sis
9:15
Piano
Ramblings
6:00
Dinner
Concert
Instrumental
by Gian-Carlo Menotti and a new tion, no anxiety over selecting ters pay board bills for the whole
9 :30 News
7:00 News
10:30 Music in the Air
9:45 Chapel Chimes
7:05 Levee Serenade
11:00 SIGN OFF
one-act opera "Aria da Capo" to the proper courses to meet your session in advance, no charge will
fcl0:00 Concert of
7:15 Here's to Vets
THURSDAY
precede "The Medium".
Golden Voices
7:30 This is My Story
4:00 C.O.P. Express
major requirements. If you are be made for tuition."
fcl0:30 Prelude to
8:00 Music in America
4:30 Student Concerts
"Aria da Capo" is based on the literate, that is, if you can write
Dreaming
8:30 Nat. Guard Show
One of the most interesting
6:00 Dinner Concert
SIGN OFF
8:45 One Night Stand
7:00 News
play of the same title by Edna your name, registering for the documents on display is a black 111:00
* MONDAY
9:00 Proudly We Hail
7:05 Levee Serenade
4:00 John Madrid Show
9:30 Meet the Dean
7:15 Spotlight on
St. Vincent Millay. The music is fall term should offer no prob book—a forebidding, big black
4:30 A Little Bit
9 :40 Sports Storey
Sports
written by Burdette Fore, a grad lems. Everything is planned for book called the Merit Roll. This
of Everything
9 :45 The Girls Present
7:30 Regards to
5:00
Off
Broadway
10:00
Cavalcade
of
Jazz
Broadway
uate student of music of College you! All you must do is sign is the "permanent record of reci
6:00 Dinner Concert
10:30 Prelude to
8:00 Piano Portraits
7:00 News
Dreaming
8:15 Headlines in
of the Pacific. Burdette Fore has your name in a big black book tation and deportment which will
7:05 Levee Serenade
11:00 SIGN OFF
Chemistry
gained a name for himself as a and indicate whether you wish to be accessible to parents and all
7:15 Zuke Says
WEDNESDAY
8:30 The Four Knights
7:30 Adventures in
4:00 C.O.P. Express
8:45 Campus Mirror
composer by his ballet "Triangle", take the Classical, Scientific interested persons." In it are re
Music
4:30 A Little Bit
9:00 .Salute to
8:00 Cavalcade Chorus
of Everything
Reservists
which was performed some years Classical, or Scientific Course.
corded demerits, and demerits
5:00 Bygone Ballads
8:30 Stars on Parade
9:30 KAEO Covers
ago by the Stockton Symphony
8:45 I Am Time
5 :30 Band of the Week
the Campus
Whoops! That's not what the were given weekly. I saw that
9 :00 Dream Awhile
6:00 Dinner Concert
9:40 Sports Storey
Orchestra. "Aria da Capo" will Registrar will be saying next one poor boy had twenty the first
9:15Best Band
7:00 News
9:45 Serenade in Blue
in
the
Land
7:05
Levee
Serenade
10:00 Cavalcade of Jazz
be conducted by Thomas Haynes, week when our advance registra week—and when the student got
9:30 So You Want to be
7:15 Star Time
10:30 Smiles with Niles
a graduate student of music and tion for fall, 1951, begins. It sixty, his name was read out in
9:40 Sports Storey
7:30 Tommy Dorsey
11:00 SIGN OFF
9:45 Eddie Duchin
7:45 Campus Deadline
assistant instructor of the Opera looks as though I've retrogressed Chapel. A few more slips and out
Class. The cast includes June into the past century again.
he'd go, for the catalogue plainly
Hook, Colombine; Richard Armputs it thus: "When appeals to
So that you can see how good
"You're the first girl I've ever nimbly shifted gears with his
brust, Harlequin; Johnny Wheel
the better feelings, to reason and
the old days actually were all
—SMU Campus
er, Shepherd; Buz Kramer, Shep
conscience fail to control, the kissed in a car," he said as he feet.
next week the display cases in
herd; and Frank Sorianello, Costudent will not be retained in
Anderson
Hall
and
the
Admini
thurne.
the school." In those days men
stration Building will be filled
For "The Medium" are prepared with catalogues and other infor and women on campus were
two casts: Baba, Virginia Gra mative material on early registra known as "Gentlemen" and "La
ham and Frances Groves; Monica, tion at this college. By looking in dies."
Really, we should have no sym
Frances Pini and Shirley Muller; the catalogues we can find the
Toby, Jerry De Bono and Ter- "Works of Reference" used in pathy for students who couldn't
rence O'Reilly; Mr. Gobineau, their courses — the widely famed even remember the one simple
Myron Way and David Bergman; McGuffey's Guide for Reading, rule of the college — the Rule of
Mrs. Gobineau, Nadine Stuhlmul- Colburn & Ray for Arithmetic, Right. Doesn't this statement
ler and Mary Sue Gray; Mrs. No Webster's Dictionary, Appleton's seem fair enough to you: "We
lan, Maebelle Holbrook and Irene Encyclopedia of Biography, Dun- cumber not the memory with a
...SMART AND PRACTICAL
Staffield, with Alice Chamberlain ton's Copy for Penmanship, Har variety of regulations, but en
deavor to cultivate the moral
as understudy.
pers' Gazetteer, etc.
FOR LEISURE
sense, as a universal, self-govern
The stage sets are designed and
Choice reading is found in the ing principle." 'Nough said.
executed by Tony Reid.
pamphlet-like catalogues for the
Oh, I forgot to mention the
HOURS! !
An orchestra of 25 volunteers Female Collegiate Institute. In paragraph following: "Gentlemen
will play the difficult scores. Con- addition to the regular classes,
and ladies are prohibited from
certmaster is Betty Howard, and certain "lady-like accomplish
frequenting the grounds or parts
Orchestra-Manager is Art Corra. ments" called "Extras" were in
Summers favorite . . . faded
of buildings exclusively appropri
sisted upon.
These included ated to the other sex, and from
blue denim. It's sanforized
Raised & French Embroidery, visiting each other without per
for perfect fit. S m a r t l y
Oriental Painting & Drawing, mission. Use of ardent spirits,
styled and long wearing.
Wax Flowers & Leatherwork, indecency in language, dress or
Music & Languages, and Hair behavior, dissoluteness or other
Well tailored, zipper front
Work with such tasks as "weav gross immorality, gambling or
slacks.
Sizes 28-40.
With the completion of a run ing into intricate floral patterns card playing, frequenting drink
off election for the vice-presiden locks of the hair of one's rela ing saloons or billiard rooms, as
tial post, the Council of Religious tives and friends."
sociating with any person of
Board per week was $4.50 and known vice or dissoluteness, leav
Activities this week announced
its slate of new officers for the "washing one dollar per dozen." ing school without permission,
1951-2 term.
The catalogue doesn't reveal "per riotous or noisy behavior, unlaw
Mary Cappa, retiring president dozen" what. "Room furnished ful combination, resisting teach
of the Women's Y, will assume with bedstead, mattress and pil ers in the discharge of their du
the office of President, with Jim lows, with privilege of Bath- ties are prohibited." Oh, yes, on
Corson as Vice-President. Marty Room and Wash-Room" was in the following page among other
Kostal and George Walters will cluded in the board, but the stu taboos too numerous to mention
complete the CRA Cabinet as dents usually provided their own were listed pleasure excursions
lamps. With our present infla and visits on the Sabbath.
Secretary and Treasurer.
Quite obviously the one rule,
Final CRA function of the sem tion this bit of information
ester will be the Semi-Annual straight from the horses — per the Rule of Right, would "cum
Banquet, plans for which are to haps I should say catalogue of ber not the memory with a vari
1857 — might be interesting to ety of regulations."
be announced soon.

PAST CENTURY

FADED BLUE

DENIMS

Mary Cappa Is
New CRA Prexy

449

MATCHING
JACKET

379

Bishop Walters To
Entertain Students

Openings Available
For Social Workers

The Rt. Rev. Sumner Walters,
Bishop of San Joaquin will enter
tain Episcopal students at a din
ner in his home, 1617 North Hun
ter St., at 5:30 P.M. Wednesday,
May 16th. The dinner is an an
nual affair to which all Episcopal
students are invited. A short
meeting will follow. Presiding at
the meeting will be Episcopal
Students officers: A1 Jericoff,
President, and Muriel Swenson,
Secretary.
The Rev. C. T. Abbott, Jr., is
Episcopal Student Chaplain on
campus.

Many openings are currently
available in social work in more
than forty non-metropolitan Cali
fornia County Welfare Depart
ments, according to an announce
ment received in the College of
the Pacific Placement office
Examinations for Social Work
er I are open to students who
have completed three years of
college. Six months' experience
as a Social Worker I or an AB de
gree and one year of graduate
study is qualifying for the higher
level Social Worker II positions.
Merit System examinations for
these jobs have been scheduled in
Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Sacramento for June 2. Applica
tions are available at the Place
ment Office, Room 105, Admini
stration Bldg., C.O.P. campus and
will be accepted through May 17.

First college student: I'm ma
joring in history.
Second same: So am I.
First again: Well, we'll have to
get together and talk over old
times.
—San Fran. Foghorn

Annual W.R.A.
Dinner Wednesday

M A I N

The annual Women's Recrea
tion Association banquet will be
held at the Anderson Y center on
Wednesday, May 16, at 6:30, ac
cording to General Chairman
Clara May Kennedy.
At this time the following new
officers will be installed by the
retiring president, Sylvia Kaplan:
President, Clara May Kennedy;
Vice President, Jeanne Lenfest;
Corresponding Secretary, Ruth
Cunningham; Recording Secre
tary, Georgia Sievers; Treasurer,
Dorothy Dunn; Sports Manager,
Beverly Borror; Historian, Betty
Jacinto.
Tickets for the banquet cost
$1.25 each and may be obtained
from Sylvia Kaplan, Clara May
Kennedy, or at the COP gym of
fice.

F L O O R

CANVAS
SHOES

Navy, brown and
natural.

Sizes 6-11

A 49

Tl

D O W N STA I R S

— OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT TILL 9:00 P.M. —

AT PENNEY'S
S T O C K T O N

M A I N

P H O N E

a n d

C A L I F O R N I A

7 - 7 0 6 1
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WEST COAST RELAYS TOMORROW
Brooks, Macon Represent
COP In Coliseum Relays

New Coaches Add Organization
Pacific Gridders Sparkle Again

Relays are the order of the day for the remainder of the
College of the Pacific track season. Following the fine showings
of Don Brooks and Bob Jones in the Drake Relays, Pacific trackmen
are now scheduled to participate in the Fresno, Los Angeles and
Modesto Relays on May 12, 18, and 19 respectively.

By ROY STOREY
Picture a gTeen carpeted turf, slightly shredded by aluminum
cleats, surrounded by row upon row of wooden seats, stretching,
seemingly, into the sky. Sprinkle a few orange and black sweaters
and four or five "cotton dirndls" throughout the maze of seats;
then pour onto the green field below some fifty-three football
players and four or five coaches and you have a picture of an after
noon of spring football practice at Pacific.

Macon is no stranger to the
Coliseum track. His 440 compe
tition in this same meet last year
It's not a state of organized con-'*
consisted of such stars as Whit
fusion that greets the eye this
field, Ohio State and Olympic
spring. Each day's practice is laid
games champion; McKinley,
out the week before, and the af
world record holder for the event;
ternoons are run off according to
and Parker of Occidental College,
a strictly adhered-to time sched
The College of Pacific baseball
who has been Macon's chief
ule.
team ended the 1951 season on a
Pacific Coast rival for quartermile honors.
At the north end of the field sad note last Monday night, losing
the linemen and coaches Jorgen- 13 to 1 to The Stockton Mer
Eight of the Pacific tracksters
son and McWilliams are working chants.
will represent the Orange and
Everything was going as well
the twenty-seven or so men in
Black at the Twenty-fifth Annual
various phases of line blocking as could be expected for Frank
West Coast Relays in Fresno's
and maneuvering. The south end Bevilaqua, the Tiger twirler, un
Ratclif f t Stadium tomorrow
belongs to the backs, Ernie Jorge, til the Merchants exploded with
night.
and alumni assistants (Bruce Or- an eight-run rally. Our boys gar
Coach Earl Jackson will send
vis, Sid Hall, etc.). Jack Meyers, nered their lone run in the fifth
Don Brooks, Eddie Macon, and
new backfield coach, is at UCLA inning on a triple by "Gab" SauBob Hudson against a star-stud
doing some credential work: he'll seda, followed by a fly out by
ded field in the 100-yard dash.
Bill Sanford.
be back on the 18th.
Macon will also compete in the
Sharky Smith, a member of the The Tigers faced the same diffi
broad jump, Brooks will give
culty
that
has
hampered
them
all
exclusive "Knife In The Leg"
battle in the high hurdles, and the
club, is the key man in the time season: they couldn't hit the
three will run in the special col
schedule operation. He has the ball! Bill McFarland, ex Tiger
lege mile relay. The fourth relay
clock and the chart and sees to ace pitched a masterful four-hit
man will be chosen from Ray
it that the specific form of work ter. Sausedo and Johnny LeighPictured above is Pacific's ace hurdler Don Brooks, who will Drew, Ken Butler and Jack
out is practised at a specified ton collected two apiece.
carry the Tigers colors in the Coliseum Relays next week in Los Kirkpatrick.
time. For instance, at 4:05 the Sonny Adkins and John Gainza
Dale Keyser will be entered in
linemen may be working on ca were the big guns for the Mer- Angeles. Brooks recently returned from Des Moines, Iowa, where his two specialties, the high
i— j—i- 4—
^urdles at the Drake Relays.
dence, with the three quarter
jump and pole vault. Bob Jones
backs calling the signals. At 4:30
will hurl the discus, and the team
the squad may be working to
Briefs On Jorgenson of Bob Cooper and Bob Buttergether in the middle of the field
field will be out for laurels in
on pass formation. The whole
Bengal Line Coach
the javelin event. C.O.P. is figured
practice is worked according to
to be tough in all eight events.
this time schedule in a smooth
Pacific's new line coach, Carl
Fresno's track is considered by
and efficient way.
Jorgensen, was born in Denmark
many to be the finest in the na
but
he
learned
his
football
from
The first nine days of practice
one of America's master teachers, tion and can boast more records
were devoted primarily to plenty
Edward P. "Slip" Madigan. While and better times than any other.
of hard charging and body block
playing for the St. Mary's Gaels O u t s t a n d i n g p e r f o r m e r s a n d
ing work, backs included. There
world record holders such as pole
in 1931-32-33, Carl was rated as
were also a couple of rough scrim
vaulter
Warmerdam, hurdler Atone of the Moraga school's all
mages, with the accent on the of
tlesey, and sprinter Patton have
time great linemen, and achieved
fense.
made brilliant marks in Ratcliff
All-America rating in his senior
This past week the team was
Stadium.
year.
divided into four offensive units
More track honors have been
After leaving St. Mary's, Jor
and they worked together in this
heaped on Pacific as Don Brooks
gensen played one season of pro
(continued on page 5)
fessional football each with the and Eddie Macon have been in
vited to participate in the Elev
Green Bay Packers and Philadel
enth Annual Coliseum Relays
phia Eagles before turning to
next Friday night in Los Angeles.
coaching.
In 1936 he took over at Mt. In a letter to Coach Earl Jack
son earlier this week, Willis Oi
Par smashers will take to the
Smiling for the camera is Duane Putnam, Pacific's ace shot Shasta High School in Northern (Bill) Hunter, chairman of the
Muni Links this coming week
California,
moving
to
Yuba
Junior
putter, who doubles on the Tiger grid machine as one of the
competing in another annual Pa
College in 1938. During the war event, asked that the two Tiger
fastest linemen on the Pacific Coast.
cific Intramural Golf Tourna
years, Carl served as a naval speed-burners and Jackson at
ment. Tournament officials ex
officer, and joined the Portland tend, with Eddie competing in the
pect forty or more aspirants
University staff as line coach af 440-yard dash and Don in the
high hurdles. However, negotia
fighting it out for the two cov
ter the war.
eted titles.
Last year Jorgensen coached tions are now under way to
Omega Phi and the Indians the Phoos, while Ted Phillips and
Competition will be under from the Quonsets played nine Carlisle showed promise for the the line at St. Mary's and when switch Brooks to the low hurdles,
match play rules without handi innings in a scheduled seven- Quonsets. Maur Edelstein looked that school gave up football, Er in which he is slightly stronger.
The California Relays at Mo
caps. There will be two flights, inning game last Monday for the good, striking out twice and mak nie Jorge made a bee-line for
one for the "Old Pros" and one most exciting intra-mural game ing three consecutive crucial er Carl and hired him to tutor the desto will be a week from to
morrow and should find most of
for novices and hackers like Joe to date. The Quonsets emerged rors for the losers.
Tiger forwards.
the
same Pacific men competing
Hodson.
Jorgensen
is
married
and
has
victorious 4 to 3 in the bottom of
Defending champion Red Huff the ninth.
two daughters, aged 9 and 8. At at Fresno.
All expenses for the three will
will be on hand to try for his
present his family is residing in
Eric Carlisle broke up the
_ third straight title. Lower brack
Walnut Creek but will move to be paid by the Relay Committee,
Of
interest
to
the
draft-con
game by punching a through-theincluding a i r transportation.
et champ, Lloyd Lundstrom along
Stockton this summer.
box single. The game was close scious male students of COP is
Thursday evening there will be
with other improved players such
all the way and was highlighted the new ruling made public this
a dinner complete with radio
as Walt Baun, Ed Powell, and
with four close plays at home week that permits high school CADDIES
broadcast.
John Poulos will be hot after the
base.
The Phoo's had their chance and college students to enlist in
Last Saturday's four-school
Romeo of West Hall. Poulos has
Men students are wanted as meet was called off because of
in the ninth inning with the bags an organized reserve or active
already served notice with an
loaded, but Fred Hutchinson duty outfit until the time they caddies for the state-wide wo inclement weather and will not be
eagle two on the seventh hole at
struck out to retire the side. The receive orders to report for in men's golf tournament at the rescheduled. There will be no
the Muni.
duction.
Talent may Ije discovered from frat men got all their runs in the
Stockton Golf and Country more home competition for the
third inning. Doug "Lizard" GilTigers, but the track season is by
Additional
information
is
avail
the field that could revitalize the
Club, May 14-18 inclusive.
no means over.
defunct varsity squad according key blasted a base unloading able at the California Street Ar
triple
after
a
couple
of
walks
and
Caddies
are
needed
one
or
mory,
Division
Artillery
Head
to official sources.
Classified ad: "Wanted: Man to
quarters, or at Stockton Field, more mornings at $5.00 per
There is still time to sign up a hit by Howie Pearce.
wash dishes and two waitresses."
164th
Field Artillery Battalion morning.
A1 McAllaster and Craig Seavey
for matches at Dr. Voltmer's of
—SMU Campus
were the defensive standouts for Headquarters.
fice in the Pacific gym.

Bengals Drop Final
Diamond Tilt, 13-1

IT'S GOLF AGAIN
HUFF TOP DOG?

Indians Down Phoos In Ninth Inning

Reserve Enlistment

U K E SAY
By ED ZUCHELLI
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Bengal's Gridders Will Show Next Friday

Off to Fresno for the hottest track meet of the year, the
Fresno Relays . . . Tab Bob Jones to upset all competition in the
discus in this gala carnival . . . Bobby tossed 168 feet in practice
this week. That is 10 feet farther than his previous best . . . Brooks
and Macon should sparkle also . . .
The football team is coming along brilliantly so far . . . Espe
cially impressive are ends Schade and Jankovich on the defensive
side of the ledger . . . Some folks have said that Pacific players
don't go for the rough stuff, but I would be willing to lay out a
fairly large wager that there are no two tougher guys playing wing
positions anyplace, including Tempe . . .
Bill Kelly, a fine tackle in 50, is showing amazing development
at the center position . . . The Lomita lad pulverizes the scales at
230, and should be a terror at opening the holes right over the
middle . . .
"Hips" Weiss, a razzle-dazzle halfback from Pasadena JC, has
been giving Moose Myers a lot of help in the Tiger backfield up to
this point . . . All Moose has to do is to tell the stocky scramble)
to run, and he's off like a comet . . . Weiss hales from Pennsylvania
and played ball against Tiger quarterback Bob Bezuk in high school. .
Fillmore Marks, formerly a star with the Stockton College swim :
team, has started getting ready for a comeback, which he hopes '
will be culminated by a trip to the Olympics in Finland next year . . .
According to football manager Gary Busher, and swimming advisor
Tom Hutchinson, all Fillmore needs is the price of a ticket . . .
Marks triumphed in his opening race by taking both Walt Polenske
This scene wifl be repeated next weekend in Pacific's Memorial Stadium when Coach Ernie
and Sid Hall in a match race . . .
Jorge's gridders mix it up in this Spring's first practice game. Kickoff for Friday night's inter-squad
USF didn't look too great in their spring grid game last week tussle will be at eight o'clock.
according to local brawlers who took the contest in ... A few good
boys, but not the heralded "all-star" squad . . . Sprinter Tom Wil
liams of Los Angeles State College looms as a possible winner in F O R A L L Y O U R
the NCAA track meet this spring . . . Williams won the CCAA 100 Photo Needs...
last Saturday with a blazing 9.5 effort. Last year Bob Boyd of
Loyola turned the trick, and it would be a great shot in the arm
for the smaller colleges in California if Williams could turn the
trick . . .
Rogue magazine, due out any day, has an article featuring the
COP track team . . . Catch the story, and the magazine ... A
new racquet for Darrell Winrich due to his spectacular tennis this
year . . . Northern collegiate champ Darrell has done a fine job .
2034 Pacific Avenue
Well, off to the Fresno Relays . . . See you there . . .
On The Miracle Mile
^

FOOTBALL
(Continued from Page 4)
pattern all week. Actually there
is no - permanent first team in
this setup, but they are listed 1,
2, 3 and 4. The veterans (for the
most part) are in units one and
two and the newcomers in three
and four. The unit system is
working out favorably in many
ways; for one thing it creates a
tremendous incentive for the
men in the last three units to
fight for a spot in number one
and for the boys in number one
to fight to keep their position.

For Formal Wear . . .

When on the Avenue

WHITE DINNER COATS

AT THE

JU$°0L'

Q

— SEE US FOR PARTY SPECIALTIES —
1928

MEN'S CLOTHIER
. . . on the Miracle Mile

-

Remember "MOM"
M O T H E R ' S DAY
May 13th
TRAIN CASE
A

gift

any

Mother

will adore! Beautiful
ly finished inside and
out,
night

SHEAFFER'S
ADMIRAL ENSEMBLE

ideal
or

traveling!

for

over

week-end
Choice of

several stunning Sam-

1 ? 5 0

PLUS TAX

Mother's Day Gift Suggestions . . .
Figurines by "Heirlooms of Tomorrow" 1.95 up . . . Milk Glass
Plates 2.75 . . . Milk Glass Cigarette Sets 2.50 . . . Ceramic
Spoon Holders 1.25 .. . Fostoria and Candlewick Glassware
from 1.50 up.

(CALIFORWJ
£5!greiWSZZSSS
llOWtti. TROPICAL PAIMV CACTUS. MT 4 VAUEY >

U%fut W m*4t

ZWc Xc

l»T«N IVERV SUN-MORN-9:30 KSFO-DUDE RANCH BREAK!
-Op.ACOUAINTED- PARTIES. WRITE FREE FO

WEAfts.r.iflEASANTQN,

-

Phone 7-7095

Bma

<=/Vl£/V •

CRUISE BLUES
(Blue Denim)

Born in California . . .
. . .now Popular Everywhere

JACKET * H D
MATCHED SLACKS
$^95 each

JACKETS
They're long sleeves, zipper front, two large pockets . . .
Some with knit collar, cuffs and bottom...

$4.95

SLACKS and ANCELES PEGGER
They're full drape, double reverse pleats, self belt, inset
pockets and tailored. Regular or Pegger....

$4.95

This Washable, Blue Denim Suit is
Sanforized Shrunk and Colorfast

— GIFT WRAPPING SERVICE —

TURNER

HARDWARE Bp COM PAN\

WONDfREm COUNTRY FOOD. CELEBRITY BAR. SWIM. DM
UIO

—Yost

sonite color finishes!

Pen, $5.00-Pencil, $3.75
Complete Set, $8.75;
no fed. fax

Set' FOR All VISITORS TO

M

Pacific Avenue

•S T Y L E STORE TOR

SAMSON ITE

A

STOP FOR A SNACK

WEBER and AMERICAN

Show 'em First Yost

Y ost B ma
CLOTHES FOR MEN

320 E, Main St., Stockton—San Andreas—Tracy, 10th & B

Barbara Whyatt Tells Brass Band - Poetry
Sisters of Marriage Announce Barnhill,
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SOCIETY
SMILING JOE HODSON IS ENGAGED

A poem and traditional box of
candy were the means of an
nouncing the marriage of Bar
bara Anne Whyatt and Clifford
Thomas House to the girls of
Alpha Theta Tau.
Barbara, the daughter of Mrs.
Helen Whyatt of Lodi, and Mr.
A. L. Whyatt of Los Angeles, was
a Physical Education major in
her junior year at the College of
Pacific.
Cliff, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. E. House of Stockton, is em
ployed in Stockton.
The couple were married April
24th in the Methodist church of
Carson City, Nevada.

Caryl, Chuck Married
In Carson City, Nev.

JOE HODSON

ELEANOR THERESA FARRELL

alumni office expands . . .

her name shall change . . .

Joining the ranks of the newly
engaged are Eleanor Theresa
Farrell and Joe Hodson.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mrs. John Joseph Farrell, Sr.,
of West Haven Connecticut. She
is a graduate of Flower Fifth
Avenue School of Nursing, New
York.
Joe, the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Fred V. Hodson of Oakland, is
the Alumni Secretary of COP.
While in college, he was a mem
ber of Rhizomia and was presi
dent of his class in both the
junior and senior years. He is
vice president of the 20-30 Club
apd is a member of Clien's Club.
After a fall wedding in Stock
ton, Joe and Eleanor will make
their home in this city.

Chi Rho Picnic
At Micke's Grove

Faculty Members
Speak at Chapel

The annual picnic of Chi Rhq,
will be held Monday, May 14, at
Micke's Grove. Cars will leave
Sears Hall at four and six p.m.
There will be an installation of
the following officers: President,
Tom Wogerman: Vice President,
Virginia Maw; and SecretaryTreasurer, Nancy Humphreys.
All R. E. majors and interested
persons are invited to attend.

Next Tuesday at Chapel three
members of the faculty will
speak on the subject, "I Have
Grown in These Ways". Each of
the three will tell what he has ex
perienced from attending chapel
services.

By Coming
Upstairs

Y O U
SAVE
M O N E Y
Not by
Special
Discounts on
Inflated
Prices but
by Buying
Diamonds
Watches
Silverware
Specially
Selected for
Quality and
Value by
Qualified
Experts 1

A 1:00 a.m. trip to Carson City
Nevada, April 27, changed the
name of Caryl Heyde to Mrs.
Chuck Saunders.
Caryl an
nounced to her sorority sisters at
Alpha Theta Tau the news of
her marriage to Chuck just last
week.
The new bride, who is a drama
major at Pacific, is from Mill
Valley, California, where her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Bud Heyde
reside. She is president of her
sorority, a newly elected member
of Knolens, the senior women's
honor society, and is a member
of the yearbook staff.
Chuck, a sociology major from
Van Nuys, California, will grad
uate from Pacific this June.
The couple plans to reside in
the Los Angeles area where Caryl
will complete her education* at
UCLA.

Reynolds Speaks On
Art Education at Cal

Mr. Richard Reynolds, chair
An additional feature of the
hour will be the appearance of man of the College of the Paci
fic's Department of Art, ad
the A Cappella Choir.
dressed representatives of the
Western College Art Association
on the subject, "Art Education
and the Education of Artists", in
Berkeley at the University of
California on May 5th.
The two-day meeting of the as
sociation was addressed by art
department heads from Washing
ton State College, San Francisco
State College, San Jose State Col
lege, the University of California,
College of the Pacific, and others
during the conference.

TAILORED
Diamond Ensemble
by Granat

L

Certified
Gemolists

i c i

_

america bldq.

WHERE
ASSURED
AND

Classically
lovely bride's ensemble.
Fine diamond and specially
processed Granat Tempered
Mountings* (not cast).
$100 both rings—In white or
yellow gold.
Price Includes Federal Tax
"lUIIMII III. «. I. FAT. Off.

Convenient
Terms

IdJm. ReeM.
J E W E L E R
2047 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Berck Betrothal

Women's Y Installs
Officers Monday
With the completion of their
election of next year's officers
this week, the Woman's Y will
hold their installation meeting on
Monday night.

Barring victories by write-in
candidates, Marilyn Wilcox and
Ursula Herrick will assume the
roles of President and First VicePresident. Marilyn Moore and
Ann Reilley are the candidates
for Second Vice-President, Geor
gia Friz and Joan Oje are con
tending for the office of Treasur
er, and the Secretary will be
either Dorothy Dunn or Evelyn
Newberry.
Along with the installation of
I new officers on Monday night,
the program will include a recog
nition ceremony for the old offi
cers and dramatic sketches of
the Women's Y activities during
DELORES BARNHILL
the past year.
and the band played on . . .
Outgoing officers include Pres
ident Mary Cappa, Vice-Presidents
The announcement of the en Betty Jensen and Ursula Herrick,
gagement of Delores Barnhill and Secretary Jan Thompson and
Bill Berck was made Tuesday, Treasurer Luramae Saunders.
April 24 at Alpha Theta Tau, West Chairmen of standing committees
Hall, and Archania. A poem was have been Corny Carter, Georgia
read and the traditional box of Friz, Barbara McKinnon, Marilyn
candy was passed both at West Moore, Betty Jo Peterson, Ann
Hall where Delores resides and at Reilley, Marilyn Wilcox, and LorAlpha Theta Tau where she is a etta Woods.
pledge.
At Archania, where Bill is
treasurer and former vice-presi Woman's Scholarship
dent, brothers aided him in the
announcement in the form of a By Mu Phi Epsilon
brass band giving forth with a
Beginning with the fall sem
march rendition of "I Love You
ester
a deserving woman music
Truly". The traditional box of ci
major will be eligible for a loan
gars was also passed.
Delores, the daughter of Mr. scholarship created by the Stock
and Mrs. Howard Barnhill of Hay- ton Alumnae Chapter of Mu Phi
ward, plans to drop out of school Epsilon, national music sorority.
after the wedding, which is to be At their meeting May 2nd, it was
voted to loan the money without
held September 2 in Hayward.
Bill, a junior at COP majoring interest to a needy senior stu
in education, is also from Hay- dent who is to repay the loan
ward, where his parents, Mr. and within the first year after gradu
ation.
Mrs. William Berck, reside.
Mrs. William Ramsey was win
ner of the electric mixer given
Haire, Calcagno
during the evening.
At the same meeting officers
Engagement Told
for the fall term were installed as
follows: president, Sue Noland;
vice-president, Jo Lancelle; sec
retary, Mildred Murphy; treasur
er, Alice Martin; historian, Irva
Rageth; chaplain, Margaret Seagrave; chorister, Pauline Ram
sey; warden, Laura Lee Paddock.

Mu Phi Pledges Seven
Mu Phi Epsilon, the national
honorary music sorority, ac
cepted seven pledges at a cere
mony Tuesday evening, May 1 in
Anderson Hall.
Vice president, Betty Howard,
assisted by the members of Mu
Eta chapter, pledged the follow
ing girls: Suzanne Farris, Mary
Jane Donegan, Janice Comstock,
Marilyn Wilcox, Helen Flaharty,
and Joan Harrison.
BARBAR HAIRE
The girls are chosen on their
the scroll was enrolled . . .
high scholarship, musicianship
A poem on a parchment scroll and personal characteristics.
revealed to the girls of Alpha
Theta Tau the engagement news Mrs. Joseph Calcagno of Stock
of Barbara Haire and Ray Cal ton, is a graduate of Stockton
cagno. Announcements had been High, where he was president of
made previously at a family din the Eunoia Glub. He is member
ner at the home of the bride- of the National Water Ski Asso
elect's parents, and to a gather ciation. Ray attended California
ing of friends at the home of Miss Polytechnic College, where he
studied agriculture, and is now
Eloise Busalacchi.
Barbara is the daughter of Mr. engaged in farming.
Barbara and Ray are planning
and Mrs. Stuart C. Haire of
Stockton. She is a member of an August wedding.
Alpha Theta Tau, Young Ladies'
Sedgewick: Terribly sorry you
Institute, and the Newman Club
of C.O.P. A junior at C.O.P., she buried your wife yesterday.
Wattleywood: Had to. Dead,
plans to complete her education
you know.
course next year.
Ray, who is the son of Mr. and
— San Fran. Foghorn

Murder In Chapel
As Thespians Do
T. S. Eliot Play

Schmidt, Reed Troth
Announced At Hall

By FRED TULAN

Students and townspeople of
varied interests gathered in Mor
ris Chapel this week to see a
Studio Theatre production of
"Murder in the Cathedral" by T.
S. Eliot, as tastefully staged by
Jim Jewell. Some came to see an
acknowledged work of art, others
came to share a spiritual experi
ence, and more than few came to
be shocked by drama in a conse
crated Methodist Church. None
left disappointed.
Concerned with martyrdom of
Thomas a Becket, Archbishop of
Canterbury, the plot reveals the
murder as a result of refusal of
the Church to grant favors to ARLENE SCHMIDT, DAVE REED
King Henry. But the main strug- 'Harvey' was there . . .
le is within Becket himself, and
it is in this connection that three Marybelle Ryberg, dressed as a
tempters appear — representing rabbit, read an original poem
sensuality, temporal power, and telling of the engagement of
reflection of his own convictions. Phyllis Arlene Schmidt and David
The performance in modern dress E. Reed at South Hall recently.
suggests resemblance of the During the day drawings of rab
Becket tragedy to the similar in bits with an "H" on them were
justice towards Cardinal Mind- put around the hall. This was tied
zenty today.
in when Harvey revealed the en
gagement
to Marybelle and the
Religious drama has been de
fined as that which "exalts the others over the third floor inter
spirit, (and) sheds light on spiri communication loudspeaker.
Phyllis, the daughter of Rev.
tual struggles." Easily fulfilling
this criterion, the symbolic play and Mrs. F. Carl Schmidt of
is also good theatre. Written for Stockton, is a junior majoring in
performance
at
Canterbury sociology. She was graduated
Cathedral in 1935, it has been from Turlock High School and
staged on Broadway as well as Stockton College and is now in
in the chancel.
C.O.P.
David, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Despite difficulties presented
by acoustical qualities of the Elbert H. Reed of Angol, Chile, is
Chapel, most lines were heard in a senior majoring in zoology. He
the nave. The sheer beauty of was raised in Chile, where his
Mr. Eliot's poetry and prose par parents are agricultural mission
tially make up for the struggle aries. He attended schools in
to comprehend his style of ex Chile, served a year in the armed
pression. In "Poetry and Drama", forces, and then entered Stockton
published this month, he advances College. After his graduation
two reasons for having a chorus this June he will take a year of
of Women of Canterbury: to elim graduate woork in entomology at
inate additional characters, and to the University of California.
Phyllis and Dave are affiliated
cover-up dramatic weaknesses in
with Tri-Beta, national biological
this,, his first verse play.
On the positive side, the chorus honorary, Tiger Twirlers, and the
is easily the most impressive de Hosteling Club. David is presi
vice in the play. Commenting on dent of the college group at Cen
tral Church.
the action throughout, the women
The marriage will take place a
manage for the most part to
year
from this June when Phyllis
speak as one voice representing
the peasant populace. Members has graduated and Dave has com
of the speaking choir were Joyce pleted his graduate work.
Osbourne, Donna Gebhardt, Billie
Jean Jones, Sondra Chapman, who improved as the show pro
Betty Stotz, Mary Lesperance, and gressed.
Barbara McMahon and Phil
Virginia Quesenberry.
Chalmers
were slightly sensation
Richard Merrifield played a
al
as
a
temptress
and knight,
more studied than sensitive por
trayal of the difficult Becket playing their parts with enthusi
asm and spirit.
role, with a slight voice pattern
Barbara Andress, Ted Smalley,
which may disappear with experi
Dave
Manley, and Pat Ellis were
ence. His main opportunity was
in their supporting
an eloquent six-minute sermon, effective
roles.
delivered in fine style without
The cast of eighteen appeared
gestures.
thoughfully cast and were as
Paul Spier and Frank Shadley sisted by the skillful lighting of
showed understanding of their Cliff Green in presenting an emo
roies, and were more believable tional experience of sincerity and
as priests than Bill Hecomovich, beauty.

Men's Y Elects Bill
Sanford For Prexy
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With the election of new offi
cers for the 1951-2 term as the
main item of business, the Men's
Y. held its final full membership
meeting of the year on May 1.
Elected to office were Presi
dent Bill Sanford, Vice Presidents
Ed Comer and Earl Flegal, Sec
retary Jim Denton, and Treasurer
Manuel Borgias.
The discussion which followed
the election of officers marked
the meeting as one of the best of
the year, according to outgoing
President Bob Schumacher. A socio-drama on the topic of student
lethargy in college organization
work was presented, with the fol
lowing men taking roles: Earl
Flegal, Bob Moore, Paul Peter
son, Dave Roberts, Bob Schu
macher, and Brit Smith.
Twenty-three men attended the
meeting, and past-prexy Schu
macher expressed the conviction
that the Men's Y will have one
of its best years in 1951-2.

Strawberry Breakfast
The annual Strawberry Break
fast sponsored by the Women's
Y will be given in Sorority Circle
on May 20 from 9 to 11.
Committees for the affair are
Bev Walters, general chairman;
Beverly Adams, card tables; Wan
da Hastie, dishes and silver ware;
Jeanne Hardie, set up; Jean Macedo, foods; Pat McFadden, ser
vice; Salle Waddell, tickets; Bar
bara Leonard, dish washing; and
Barbara Andress, strawberries.
There will be a $.60 charge.

SO I SAYS...

By DON DRAGOO

Last weekend these tired old
eyes were privileged to take in
one of the best things that has
happened on the Pacific play
ground for quite some time . . .
I'm referring to the Leadership
Conference that was held by the
P.S.A. for the benefit of the new
officers coming into their own in
the Pacific student body . . . Pa
cific boss, Bill Wirt, was the
master of the entire affair & it is
well said that he did a great job.
There was only one bleak mo

of YOUR student government &
I, think they came up with some
great ideas . . . Perhaps too much
wasn't concretely settled at the
shin-dig, but at least it made some
people do a little thinking of
their own ... & that, primarily, is
what it was held for . . . When
you have a group of people that
are interested in the functions of
the school, you can't help but
have a good student government.
But in order to make their ac
tions work, it is up to you to give
them a helping hand when asked.
ment to the whole set-up . . .

Very few of the new candidates
appeared for a conference that
would have turned their heads on
a lot of issues that not many peo
ple know about, . . The confer
ence was concerned with three is
sues: Campus Organization and
relations with the administration,
Traditions, and Social Functions.
& if you have the idea that there
was not much said, you have just
missed a bet... There were more
good ideas brought up & taken
apart than there are rain drops
in a cloud-burst.

People like Sue Kenney, Bob
McKibbin, Garth Lipsky, Ed Zuchelli, Connie Simi, Mary Lou
Hardey, Don Martin, Frank
Wolfe, Edie Fincher, Vic Guthrie,
Swede Warner, Roy Storey,
Howie Pearce, Barbara Strand,
Bill Sanford, & many others de
bated on the virtues & short-stops

Here is something you might
give a little thought to . . .
T.K.K. received a letter from Cpl.
Jerry May, the Grand Marshal
of the Mardi Gras parade, the
other day & Jerry closed his let
ter with: "After my weekend at
the College of the Pacific, I have
suddenly realized what we are
fighting for in Korea!"
Here is a letter received the
other day by Bob Woods, the
Mardi Gras boss: "Dear Students:
My husband & I want you to
know how very much we appre
ciated your invitation to partici
pate in your Mardi Gras celebra
tion. Your committee should be
very proud of the way the events
were planned & managed. We
were delightfully entertained.
Thank you very much, sincerely,
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Leiser" . . . You
can't tell me he isn't backing
Pacific!

Attend the ...

A. W. S.
Spring Formal
. . . tonight

TO

GIRL STUDENTS
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, all girl students, Women
Faculty and Women Employees may obtain the Special
Student Rate on HARPER'S BAZAAR. This offer makes
available to you HARPER'S BAZAAR at 25 cents a
month, mailed to any address you desire. The single
copy price of HARPER'S BAZAAR incorporating JUN.IOR BAZAAR is 60 cents. This student offer at $3 a
year is for one, two and three years only.

Featuring...

ART NIELSON
and His Orchestra

All orders taken at the

College Book Store

St1

— DEADLINE ON THIS OFFER IS JUNE 5th —
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EDITORIALS
LETS START OVER
Under the heading, MARDI GRAS PARADE A DISAP
POINTMENT, a terse editorial in the Stockton Record closed
with the following paragraph:
"Mardi Gras still can be an event of community partici
pation, and perhaps the community somehow was at fault.
Rut before it can become a community event, it must be more
wholeheartedly a college event."
If the parade was a disappointment to the townspeople,
it was even more disheartening to many Pacific students
interviewed by this writer.
Spurred on by the "bigger and better" obsession which
has plagued our thinking this year, a large amount of bally
hoo nonetheless resulted in very little spectacle.
As a result, a strong opinion trend easily noted on cam
pus is that Pacific needs fewer events widely publicized and
paraded before the community, and more events on an
intimate campus scale.
The Mardi Gras is certainly one affair which could be
brought back to the campus with many resulting benefits.
The energy and class-hours expended on building floats could
be funneled into decorating the streets and houses. The
time spent in weary downtown parades might be used for
more cordial open-houses, perhaps with costumed visiting.
To do these things would not lessen the fun and signifi
cance of the Mardi Gras; it would increase it! We could
then spend our time enjoying ourselves, without having to
proclaim to the town what a good time we're having.
Mardi Gras began as a joyful and friendly campus event,
but the original ideal and the original spirit have been mis
placed somewhere. Let's start over again, and bring the
Mardi Gras back to the campus and to the students!
— I. W.

GOOD TIME

A.W.S. Spring Formal — "Back
To President and Mrs. Burns,
wards Ball" — Stockton Ho
Officers and Faculty of
tel, 9-12 p.m.
College of the Pacific,
Tiger Twirlers, Folk Dance
Officers of the Student Body,
Party — COP Gym 8-11 p.m.
Members of the Mardi Gras
Baseball: Colts • Lodi, at Lodi Committees, especially Frank
8:00 p.m.
Wolfe, host, and Ann McEniry,
hostess,
SATURDAY, MAY 12 —
and to all members of the Stu
dent Body who contributed so
Track: COP - West Coast Re
much to our enjoyment of
lays
Mardi Gras:
Mustangs - West Coast Relays
On behalf of my mother, Mrs.
7:30 p.m.
Joseph Woods, my husband, and
Baseball: Mustangs - Modesto myself, I would like to express
our deepest gratitude for the
J.C., at Modesto 12:15 p.m.
friendly hospitality extended to
us during our recent visit to your
TUESDAY, MAY 15 —
wonderful college.
We enjoyed every minute of
Student Recital, Conservatory
our stay, and are proud to have
been a part of your centennial
WEDNESDAY, MAY 16 —
Mardi Gras celebration.
W.R.A. Annual Banquet, An
It was a great privilege to meet
derson Y 6:30-9:00 p.m.
your president, faculty, and mem
bers of the student body, and to
be a part of their activities.
THURSDAY, MAY 17 —
Aquacade, COP Pool
Faculty Dames, May Luncheon
12:00
FRIDAY, MAY 18 —
Aquacade, COP Pool
P.S.A. Carnival Day, Gym 9 -12
SC Drama — Ten Little In
dians—Madison School
Track: COP - Coliseum Relays,
Los Angeles.

From the...

CORNER
BOOTH
By GEOFF THOMAS
I seem to be seeing you in this
corner booth a little more than
somewhat lately, my friend Joe
says. Pretty soon Thor will be
charging you rent.

It might be cheaper than eat
ing, I said. But it doesn't matter,
NOBLESSE OBLIGE
Joe, I like it here. I have fun
Since it is a relatively short space of time before this counting the holes on the ceiling
evening's AWS Spring Formal, we should like to put in a while I'm waiting for my order.

last hour note of encouragement to the hapless male who
will be in attendance.
We believe he has every right to demand to know why
he must wrestle with suits of black, ties that will not tie,
and collar buttons which refuse to do much of anything.
It may be true that clothes do make the man, yet formal
attire goes a long way to making a man uncomfortable.
Any reasonable person will admit that this is a man's
world. Therefore, gentlemen, we ought not to put up with
this foolishness of dress shirts, stiff collars, and the rest
of their unhappy tribe.
The world is ours, but somehow we've lost control, for
if She has willed it, one has no recourse but to go and make
the best of formality.
And because their organization has decreed it, we'll
do the noble thing and oblige.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Don't be bitter, Joe says.
There's too much going on around
here. People are acting like it
was summer, or, something. Like
what, I said, gimme an instance.
So my friend Joe wants to
know what's this play-softball-infront-of-West-Hall business. Look,
Joe says, how many of those
girls are on scholarship?

Everyone made us feel welcome, and we are looking forward
to another opportunity to visit
your fine college.
Thank you again for a most
enjoyable visit. We will never
forget Mardi Gras 1951.
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Dorothy E. Marshall
HOT SPIT!

Hello:

Why can't we have spittoons
on campus in order to contribute
to the cleanliness of the grounds?
Nice gold plated spittoons
would not only help the spitting
situation but would add a note of
decor to our college life.
Perhaps something so frivolous
should not be discussed in times
such as these, but remember the
old woman's words as she expec
torated in the ocean — "Every
little bit helps."
Yours for spittoons,
WANDA LAPREM
THANKS!

Mingling With Marty
By MARTY MANDELKER

Mala Powers
I pushed through the crowd,
through a deluge of bright and
unusual costumes: Indians, cow
boys, prospectors, all the charac
ters who have been a part of Cali
fornia's illustrious history, and
then I found myself being intro
duced to the actress who played
the role of the most beautiful of
all historical characters, Roxanne
of "Cyrano de Bergerac".
The actress was Mala Powers,
but she was not Roxanne. For in
Rostand's famous play Roxanne
was a beautiful but shallow crea
ture completely lacking in the
womanly art of understanding.
This was not Roxanne, for al
though she was beautiful, her
hair was not the gaudy blond that
characterizes the girl of the play,
but a soft, glossy brown; she was
simply dressed, and her eyes
showed a great deal of under
standing and sincerity.
With a warm smile she began
to speak, and as she did I won
dered how I could do this charm
ing girl justice by means of
merely words on a printed page.
When I asked her about the col
lege, all she would say was that
she noticed the same things that
I had noticed when I first visited
the campus: its beauty, how
warm and friendly everyone was
and the terrific display of school

Dear Editor:
I want to take this opportunity,
on behalf of Bob Woods, to pub
licly thank all the people who
helped so grandly on the Mardi
Gras. Without these people the
Mardi Gras would not have been
half the success we like to claim.
The help that was given freely
by Bobbie Andress, Pat Haley,
Salle Waddell, Esther Carstens,
Beverly Walters, Ann McEniry,
Frank Wolfe, Ted Tiss, Garry
Busher, Polly Wendells, Don Mar
tin, and many others was unlimi
ted and at the time, taken for
granted.
A special vote of thanks should,
go to all the people who put in so
much time to decorate the Civic
Auditorium for the dance. Marrillyn MacFarland was in charge of
those decorations and Bob and I
are willing to let the decorations
speak for her.
We also want to thank the
Stockton Merchant's Association
and the Pacific Avenue Mer
chant's Association for their gi
gantic helping hand.
DON DRAGOO
Business Manager
1951 Mardi Gras
spirit. Mala says she likes to
sing but that she has never done
so professionally.
Mala was born in San Fran
cisco and moved to Hollywood
when she was nine. Her career
began as a radio actress. One of
her favorite parts is in Dicken's
"The Christmas Carol".

And how many bases do you
get for smashing an End Zone
window? None, Joe says, you're
out.
On your ear.

Joe says he's taking three units
of Exploring Malibu. And there's
another game they play out at
As this current school year swings into its final weeks, the Malibu campus. It's called
we are reminded of some of the graduation requirements enjoy - yourself - while - your conscience - bothers - you - about
peculiar to Pacific.
The much maligned swimming test is probably the - cutting - classes.

SEAWORTHY SENIORS

prime example of Pacific peculiarity, inasmuch as one must
prove that he is seaworthy before he is permitted to venture
worth in a world at sea.
However we think that the swim test is a good thing,
if for no other reason than that it is a unifying factor among
those in the senior class.
No matter what other dissimilarities, WE CAN ALL
SWIM!

But Joe says he is beginning
to shape up. The other day he
even went to class. He says the
pace is killing him.
Don't be silly, Joe, nothing can
kill you.
You'll just fade away.

She's never missed a cue yet!"

